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It’s said, 

“Love makes 

the world go 

round.” And, 

for the LTU community that 

means, love and a strong “cup o’ 

Joe” (coffee) to keep up with a 

busy school life. The old legend 

says that coffee was 

discovered in Africa when a 

man watching his goats noticed 

they never slept after eating 

the berries of a particular 

plant but instead played all 

night! A drink was soon made 

from the berries, and news of 

the energy it gave spread 

quickly. After gold and oil, 

coffee is one of the most 

often purchased things world-

wide in modern times 

. 

As we learn and work, most of 

us will surely visit some coffee 

shops at some point or make it 

ourselves. And what makes 

that perfect cup of coffee in 

the perfect shop? 

  

First: quality beans 

that have been 

recently roasted. 

Customers will pass 

other ten other 

shops up for the 

best coffee made with the 

From the Editorial Staff:  Most people have a smart phone these days. Some are 

fast or slow, or big or small. Some have more memory and megapixels while others 

have less. The first cell phones were taller than beer mugs but then shrank to the 

size of candy bars, only to explode in size to large slabs of plastic and metal. After 

becoming bigger, they changed into the all-in-one media devices that we know and 

love. Good technology should be invisible; be our slave; and serve us without our 

really be aware of its presence. This semester some LTU Foreign Language students 

have ruminated on cell phones and their role in modern life. Join the Drachma staff 

and delve into our students’ deeper thoughts and examine what they have to say on 

cell phones now in the modern world.  

 
AFL Department Happenings 

Around our department while much studying goes on, this semester has also seen quite a few 

students winning and placing in contests or receiving certificates. 

For one of our hard-working students this has paid off: 吳翊苓 from AFL 3A 

finished in the Top 5 in the English Business Writing Award contest sponsored 

by the Kaohsiusng Branch of the American Institute in Taiwan. Her winning 

essay was on “How the Internet of Things May Increase U.S.-Taiwan Trade.” 

From AFL 3B, 郭以青、古振甫、李銘如、陳冠臻 received an Honorable Mention 

in the Taiwan Tour Attractions DVD Contest.  

 

Also, 翁鈺婷、穆沂萱、張雯麗、陳品樺、劉芷彤、陳潔明、潘詠心、張碧玉、林虹汝、陳宥翰 received 

their Professional Vocabulary Quotient Credential from the organization Global Learning and 

Assessment Development (GLAD). The certificate specializes in English Vocabulary Quotient in 

Hospitality and Tourism. Each of the students were ranked Tier Five. We are also pleased to point 

out that 劉芷彤 was ranked as the third overall in Central Taiwan at this contest, and 穆沂萱 was 

ranked in the Top Ten for this contest in the Central Taiwan region.  

In addition, 曾怡靜 from AFL 2A received certification in Business Management 

Teachers and students receiving certification from the ROC Bureau of Foreign Trade Certification 

in M.I.C.E. Professionalism are as follows: 苗新雨、陳岫蘭、賴靜毓、陳昱寧、蕭璿秦、林虹汝、徐婉

寧、胡敏儀、潘詠心、成唯、黃穎凡、陳瓊子、翁鈺婷、王盈鈞、楊于萱、賴芳伶、廖偉妙、劉文媛、黃

怡靜、陳品樺、曾敏軒、陳映蓉、蕭文僑、賴詩旻、張雯麗. 

A group of 12 students won four prizes in the Contest of International Trade 

Show on December 26th in Kaohsiung. The four prizes are the Most Popular 

Booth and 3 Great Performance Awards, or 4th place in Booth Design and 

Decorations, English Presentation, and English Sales Representatives. The two 

advisers for this group are Sasha Yu, and Ivy Chen. The 12 students are 蔡明

錩(3A)廖苡辰(3B)張雯麗(3B)邱琳婷(3B)黃歆恩(3B) 賴詩旻(3B) 陳冠臻(3B) 張方盈(3B) 謝佩霓(3B) 

蕭羽岑(3B) 伍冠綸(2B) 謝宜諺(2B) 

 

Three AFL students did a good job in their project in Mobile Communication program. They are:  

柯依姍(2A)、黃英期(2A)、范羽璇(4A). The collective results were accepted by the Telecom 
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best beans made by a barista 

who knows their craft. 

 

 And what is the 

craft of coffee? 

Coffee brewing 

is essentially a 

“just add water” 

situation. And 

this is true whether it is 

making coffee by a filter or 

immersion method. The key is 

measurements of coffee and 

water at the right 

temperature, grind size and 

the amount of time the 

grounds and water are in 

contact. 60 grams of coffee 

per 1 liter of coffee is 

considered the ideal 

measurement. The best coffee 

flavors and aromas result from 

beans that have just been 

freshly ground. Pre-ground 

beans will result in less flavor 

and aroma.  

 

Thirdly: 

Food. 

Some 

foods 

were 

born to go with coffee. 

Pastries, sandwiches, muffins, 

pizza, or any number of dishes 

and ingredients can go with 

coffee. 

 

Thirdly that 

“old world 

atmosphere” 

that good 

coffee houses have. Coffee 

culture has been in the making 

for hundreds of years with the 

tables, chairs, colors, tastes, 

smells and an ambience that 

has been developing and 

organizing up to today to make 

up what we know today as the 

modern coffee shop.  

And while at a coffee house, 

what else will you do except 

read? Some of the books 

currently being read by LTU 

students are below: 

 

   

Technology Center, which has been conducting a project under the commission of the Supreme 

Prosecutors Office. 

 

 

Professors 苗新雨 and 陳岫蘭 each received the International 

Award in Barista Skills from The City and Guilds of London 

Institute.   

Professor 賴靜毓 received the following certificates: CEO International Certification; English 

Vocabulary Quotient in Business and Management (Specialist); Technology and Efficiency Quotient 

Certification (Professional) from Computer Skills Foundation.  

 

And lastly Professor 余淑惠 received the following certificates: English vocabulary Quotient in 

Hospitality and Tourism (Specialist and Expert); International Etiquette Certificate; Certified 

Instructor in International Etiquette.  

 

外語 2A羅翊寧 (Jan)  

As cell phones have grown in their capabilities, they have indeed become 

the modern indispensable accessory. The transformation of the cell phone 

into the smart phone has become complete, dominating our life more and 

more bringing never-before-thought of conveniences to our daily lives. 

More detailed information and apps for study and work are available every 

day. Women with a flair for decoration can add pictures with colorful and tweaks to 

pictures. Businessmen can easily monitor stocks and currency exchange rates at a 

moment’s notice to improve work efficiency. In my opinion, smart phones make our 

lives easier, yet high-frequency use may create health problems. Staring at the 

screen too long may cause nearsightedness or cataracts; if we sit humped over the 

screen with bad posture, scoliosis or carpal tunnel syndrome may develop. Due to the 

convenience of the smart phone, people’s interpersonal skills erode; they cannot 

communicate face-to-face. To allow this kind of loneliness and isolation to develop 

is not good. I think it cannot be decided if the smart phone is good or bad or 

necessary or unnecessary as it has integrated many more things in life more than 

were previously imaginable; abandoning them is almost unthinkable at this point. 

Instead, more self-control in using them is what is called for from all users. 

 

外語 2A 蔡宛庭(Alice)  

In our advanced age the smartphone has become a necessity of life. 

Everyone has one! And it seems your cool status among friends depends 

on your smart phone’s brand, functions, and apps it will support.  Five 

years ago people played “Angry Birds” and “Fruit Ninja” to kill time; 

currently “LINE” and “We chat” are the must haves. In the beginning, we used them 

maybe 3-5 times a day; now, people always cradle their smart phones like a precious 

newborn no matter where they are or what they are doing. Truthfully, we must admit 

this phenomenon of being controlled by our smart phone is not good. Facebook and 

Instagram are widely used in Taiwan with people archiving and sharing their daily 

lives. Regrettably, this also increases our vulnerability: People can see your posts; 

they know who and where you are. You could be punched while out on the street or 

your home could be invaded while you’re away. Our interwoven world is truly too close 

for comfort. Maybe we could try turning off our smart phones and see more of our 

beautiful world and spend more time family and friends in person rather than 

keeping up by chat and social apps. 

 

外語 2A 施佳雯(Chelsea)  
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These three 

books by US 

writer E.B. 

White were 

written between 

1945-1970 and focus on the 

innocence of young children 

and the fascination of youth 

with nature. White pushes 

readers to see the virtue of a 

simple country life showing how 

modern life is too complex; how 

technology (like cell phones) 

fails us; and how we should 

have a respect for nature. In 

addition to these three books, 

White wrote many essays for 

New Yorker magazine as well as 

an English Style Manual for 

students learning to write. 

While his books feature 

children they are really for 

people with an eye towards 

nature and relationships.  

 

 For those of you with more 

courage (and vocabulary) and 

looking for a yet greater 

degree of adventure, there is 

The Hobbit, by UK writer J. 

R. R. Tolkien. Fans of the 

story will probably know it’s 

been around since 1937. It 

was originally considered a 

children’s novel but has 

remained popular among all 

ages since then. How popular? 

Well when the book was 

made into the first of three 

movies in 2012 (The Hobbit: 

An Unexpected Journey) it 

earned more than 1 Billion 

dollars. The last 2 parts of the 

movie trilogy each also earned 

more than a billion dollars as 

well. Hard-core addicts of 

Middle-Earth literature will 

know that the story and the 

movie have differences, some 

of them even very big ones. 

However, the main body of 

the story is clearly present and 

most people will not be 

disappointed either reading 

the book or watching the 

movie. 

 

 

 

 

 

Every day we need and use cell phones. Smart phones, have become 

immensely popular in the last several years. In the past, cell phones had 

very simple, basic functions, such as making a phone call and sending 

messages. However, with improvements in technology, the humble mobile 

can now do a variety of things such as taking pictures, watching videos, 

playing games, communicating with friends. Truthfully, it is not surprising that we 

feel can’t live without smart phones, at times. But for all their good points, smart 

phones also bring some negatives. We prefer to use apps to communicate rather than 

talking to people in person; we focus on our phones when we need to pay attention to 

our present situation in real life and not neglect work or family. We may even damage 

our health, harming our vision or developing frozen shoulder. While many eagerly 

look forward to the newest model phone coming out in near future, it nevertheless 

cannot be denied that smart phones bring convenience to our lives but we, at the 

same time, need to make a point of using cell phones responsibly. 

 

外語 2A 柯依姍(Sophia)  

We all like smart phones but we must all recognize that they have both 

good and bad aspects. When the smart phone revolution began, we could 

only call people or deliver text messages; now we can take pictures, 

schedule our day, listen to music, and play games, things that before 

were unthinkable. Perhaps what impresses us most about smart phones 

is the variety of different options and upgrades that each new 

generation offers. Things have changed so much we are now exempt 

from carrying things such as cameras, pad and pen, MP3 players, bus schedules and 

other items. No one can deny that smart phones have become indispensable in our 

daily lives. Nonetheless, we often hear that lots of people have accidents while using 

their smart phones. Texting and driving have always been a bad combination, but 

suffering a loss of productivity while playing games when they have important things 

to do is equally bad. Those who are highly dependent on their smartphones even 

suffer from nomophobia a condition where people panic over not having their 

smartphone with them. Clearly their convenience comes with an ever-increasing 

responsibility for us to exercise restraint and discipline. All in all, we can only predict 

that their importance will increase in the foreseeable future, for better or worse. 

While we may feel out of touch with others if we go a day without a smartphone, we 

should never let our lives be consumed by them. 

 

外語 2A 黃英期(Vanessa)  

 

Without a doubt the modern smart phone has had the greatest effect on 

society in the last five to ten years. Nevertheless, they have both 

advantages and disadvantages. Smart phones offer numerous benefits: 

They can be used nearly anywhere we need them. You can use a smart phone 

to connect with people in a matter of seconds and to manage your schedule. 

You can stay abreast of news and current issues. In addition, you can check up on 

your friends in different social networks and update your own status wherever you 

are. But they do bring disadvantages. People may be tempted to spend most of their 

time in their virtual worlds rather than in the real world. They have become too 

addicted to using these devices and people use their smart phones whether they are 

at home or at school. Overuse influences their health; continually looking at a screen 

and using keyboard can harm your eyes, leading to headaches and neck pain. It also 

can lead to bad posture. All these things considered, the smart phone is an important 

device for us. It does make our everyday life easier but also brings bad side effects. 

Thus, while the smart phone can be a useful electronic device, it can also be harmful 

device at the same time and requires discipline in use. 
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